INSIDER INTERNET DATING:

"The Recon Profile"
A 'Little-Known' tactic taken from the U.S. special forces... instantly find out exactly what type of responses a woman is getting to her personal ad and grab her attention by doing EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE of what most guys do!

by Dave M., Author of Insider Internet Dating
One great way to get good at doing something, is to learn what NOT to do in certain situations.

This is very true for Internet dating.

Learning what to do is great, but that's where most guys stop. They never see what they're doing wrong – and that's why they really never get the results they're looking for.

You will only get a certain amount of results because you are STILL doing the wrong things – over and over again.

Until you figure out what you’re doing wrong, you’ll never know how to get to that ‘next level’.

Since 97% of men quit online dating after 3 months you already know whatever it is that those 97% are doing DOESN'T work.

Which gives us VERY valuable intel.

So if you could see what those 97% of guys are doing, you would see what doesn't work. I've come up with the best way I know of to find out what doesn't work.

It's a REAL eye opener.

A 'Little-Known' tactic taken from the U.S. special forces... instantly find out exactly what type of responses a woman is getting to her personal ad and grab her attention by doing EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE of what most guys do!

In the military they send out a 'Recon' patrol to scout ahead and collect valuable information they can use to plan their strategy with precision.

The key to the military operation being successful relies on the 'intel' the recon patrol brings back.

Better intel = better results.

Well online dating is no different... or it shouldn’t be.
You want as much information as possible on your objective. In this case, the type of woman you’re interested in.

How Can You Find Out More ‘Intel’ About The Type Of Woman You’re Interested In?

Great question. Before I get to the answer, I’m going to introduce a new concept to you which will help you get better results when gathering intel.

It’s called M2M.

It stands for MESSAGE 2 MARKET and it simply means matching your message to your market.

For instance… If you’re promoting a hip hop album, you don’t promote it at a polo match. It’s the wrong market. You’d promote it to people who listen to hip hop.

Make sense?

Introducing: “The Recon Profile”

I came up with this idea about 4 years ago when I first started on my quest to master internet dating. It’s worked every time and consistently provides me with very valuable insights into what guys are doing wrong, and what women are dealing with.

The Recon Profile is very simple… and it won’t cost you a dime.

**Step 1:** Do a search and find the type of woman you’re interested in – make sure she lives in ANOTHER state. (so no one will recognize her)

**Step 2:** Copy her profile and photos and create a brand new profile using her information and photos.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** So that the rest of us know you’ve got a ‘recon profile’ up, at the end of the profile use this: <*> This way if anyone sees it, we’ll know it’s a fake profile :)

**Step 3:** Have all the emails sent to a hotmail/yahoo type email account. You’re going to be shocked at the volume of emails you’ll be getting so don’t use your own email address. Trust me.
Step 4: Sit back and watch the madness.

And Don’t Forget…

If you’re interested in 22 year old women then it would be dumb if you used a photo of a 45 year old woman. Sure you’ll get responses but they’re not targeted towards your market.

Why? Because a 22 year old is looking for different things than a 45 year old and they’re interests are different.

You’re not going to show the same profile if you’re trying to date a 40 year old woman vs. a 20 year old woman. They’re different ‘target markets’.

Remember to match your profile to your market. M2M

The reason I’m telling you to set up a ‘Recon profile’ is because you really need to see what the type of woman you’re interested in is dealing with, on a daily basis so you know what to do and more importantly what NOT to do.

This is a simple way to increase your results meeting women online. It’s simple, fast, fun and free, and I’m certain when you read the emails sent, you’ll notice a lot of similar patterns and mistakes.

Are you with me?

The solution is to setup a ‘Recon’ profile. What you’re doing with the recon profile is setting up ‘bait’ for every guy in your area to email, and odds are they’ll take it.

Then you’ll see what your competition is sending her. But more important you see what you should NOT be doing!

I want you to pay attention to a few things...

Pay attention to the volume of emails you get per day
Pay attention to the type of emails - what the guys put in them
Pay attention to the age range of the guys emailing

You’ll be shocked at what you end up reading.

Here’s What One Of My Subscribers Said After Setting Up A Recon Profile:
“Hi Dave,

Great interview! Really looking forward to your product release. I have done what you suggested and created a 'Recon' profile with a picture of a really hot girl, and in the last 2-3 days I have received over 120 emails to the email address I created for the profile. I don't know if you want to publish this email, but if you do, I just wanted to confirm for everyone what you're saying. I am absolutely amazed at what guys will send to girls! Let's see what I've got out of (at the time of this email) 123 emails:

- 1 marriage proposal
- 15-20 guys tripping over themselves with compliments on the girl's beauty
- 2 emails with poems
- 70+ resume-style emails detailing job and history of cities of residence
- At least 5 guys have emailed more than once pleading for a chance
- One guy asked 'Am I your type?'
- One guy described sexually explicit acts he planned on performing on her
- ONE guy was slightly cocky and didn't give away any (well, much) of his power, although he didn't really have much funny to go with it

I suppose every girl is different but out of all of those emails, I imagine if I were a girl there'd only be 2-3 of those emails that I'd actually want to contact. Just thought you'd be interested to hear the results."

cheers,
Nathaniel

Are you starting to see the power that you'll possess after knowing this?

By doing the ‘Recon Profile’ you'll have a virtually unlimited amount of ammo to use in your emails as you bust on the emails you ‘think’ she might be getting from other guys.
Women will think you're a mind reader!

*Imagine how powerful it would be* when you send a woman an email describing to her the types of emails she 'Might' be getting. She'll be *shocked* you know what’s up and you'll *immediately be seen as different than the ‘other’ guys*.  You’ll just be sitting there with a smile on your face from ear to ear because you set up this 'Recon' profile and *already* know what she's dealing with.

It’s all about the recon.

**Oh, By The Way...**

Using the internet to meet women is like diversifying your stock portfolio:

You don't invest EVERYTHING into 1 type of stock...

Instead, you have some mutual funds, some high-risk stocks, some conservative stocks etc.

Internet dating is just another way to meet women.

You've probably heard a million stories from friends about how they or someone they know has met a great girl online... and maybe you've even tried it.

*FACT:* Match.com reports 24,600 new women members signing up each month!

This is great news... because it means online dating is becoming more and more socially ACCEPTED... and as that happens, more and more REALLY interesting women are joining these sites looking for good men.

As I write this, there are literally TENS OF MILLIONS of women who are members of online social and dating sites...

Amazing, isn’t it?

Unfortunately there are some major obstacles that make meeting women online difficult (if not hopeless) *if you don’t know the SECRETS.*

I think every guy, including you and me would love to have 1 great woman in their lives.
But the only way you're going to get a woman into your life is by going out to meet women....

Now you can keep doing what you've been doing, and struggle to meet women in bars and clubs...

You can keep trying to meet women online, but without a roadmap you're nothing but lost...

*OR* you can pick up a proven roadmap and give the Insider Internet Dating program a fair shot.

If you've read this far, if you've read any of the other material I share I know you have a sincere interest in improving this area of your life.

And I'd like to help you get there.

What if, you use the Insider Internet Dating program, and this is the tricky part, what if you start meeting women online right away?

No rejection, No approaching women... send out a few emails and the phone numbers come rolling in shortly after.

How many other regular guys would you have to read about and see having amazing success before you changed your mind about using the Insider Internet Dating program?

I can't take the next step for you, all I can do is show you the door.

I've shown you the door. The next step is up to you.

Consider This...

What if watching this one program helped you meet more women... all from the comfort of your home?

What if listening to it helped you meet just ONE great girl? What would that be worth to you?

What if it made you two, three, four or more times as effective as you WOULD have been without it?

What's the value of getting double or triple your normal results?
By now you see this program reveals not only some amazing time-tested secrets for meeting women online, it will also save you (or make you, depending on how you look at it) a LOT of money.

**Try it now, risk-free.** You're going to learn an INCREDIBLE amount from this program. *Notice how excited you become* when you **start meeting women online** any time you want, but the only way you're going to know this is when you **get Insider Internet Dating**.

Every tip, tool and technique that I share with you in this program is a PROVEN winner. I used every one of them personally to meet over 398 women in 4 years ALL met online, and have helped thousands of other guys like **you meet tons of women** as well... so I know that they can work for you too! Remember, you have a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Get the details here:


To your dating success,

![Signature]

Dave M.
Author of *Insider Internet Dating*

**P.P.S.** If you're reading this far I know you must have a genuine interest in getting this part of your life under control... And I'd like to help. **Click the link above** and read the report: "How an average guy like me met 398 women in 4 years". Its JAM-PACKED with tips, tricks and techniques you won't learn anywhere else! To **read the full story**, **click the link above**.